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If one considers abstract deterministic automata as “black boxes”, information about the interior 
of the black box is available by identifier experiments (of first- or second-order). Effects by wrong 
automaton operation disappear under c:rtain stability properties of the automaton (see [7’j). In 
ve a bound for stability and study under which conditions identifier experiments 
exist if the state set of the automaton is a (not necessarily abehdn) group with multiple operators. 
A universal algebra (M, a) is called an .R-group if M possesses (at least) a group 
structure with (possibly) further operations (we use additive notation for the group 
structure) and w (0, 0, . . . , 0) = 0 for all n E I$ w E 0, (0, denotes the subfamily of 
0 with the same arity n). See e.g. [l] or [4] for the theory of these creatures. 
Homomorphisms are denoted as SZ-homomorphisms. A (finite) chain of ideals Hi 
of an R-group G, G=H,d@-+H,, = (0) (abbreviated by (*)), is called an 
invariaw series. An invariant series is a principal series if all quotients Hi_,/ H;, 
1 c i s n, are simple R-groups Z(0). That means that (*is) is not “refinable”. The 
length of a principal series (hence of all principal series if there are some) is given 
by L,(G). 
An automaton is a quintuple s& = (Q, A, Bs F, G) where Q, A, B are (nonempty) 
sets (called the state, input and output set) and F, G are mzps from Q x A into Q, 
Q x A into B, respectively (called the next state function and output function). d is 
called jinite if Q is finite. Let A*, * denote the free word monoids over 
respectively, with neutral element A. Then F* : Q x A* + Q, G*: 
describe the automaton behaviour for sequences of inputs. That means, kc*(q, A) := q, 
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F*(q, a,):= F(q, a,), . . . , F*(q, al.. . a,.):== F(F*(q, aI. l . a,-,), a,) and G*(q, A):= 
A, G*(q, a,):= G(q, a,), . . . , G*(q, a,. . . a,):= G(q, a,)G*(F(q, aI), a2.. . a,) for 
a19 . . . , a,EA,qEQ.ForF *, G* we again write F, G. Instead of au. . . a (n times), 
a E A, n E N, we briefly write a”; a’:= A. l(a*) = n (E N) denotes the length of 
a* = a,. . . a,, E A*\(A); f(A) := 0. See e.g. [S] or [7] for the theory of automata. 
Let & = (Q, A, B, F, G) be an automaton, q, q’~ Q0 Then q - q’ 2f G(q, a*) = 
G(q’, a*) for all a* E A*. The relation - is called equivalence of states. TI_J means 
that equivalent states yield the same input-output behaviour. Unfortunately, for the 
decision if two states are equivalent, an infinite number of equations would have 
to be solved. In the case of linear automata (that means if Q, A, B are vector spaces 
over the field K, and F, G are linear maps) we can define (for Q* = Q, . . . ak, 
b” = b, . . . 6+ E A*) the concatenation a*b*, the sum a*+ b* (if k =j), the product 
Au*, A E K. Then the equivalence of two states q, 4% Q can be decided by the 
zero-input sequence 0” where n = dim Q (if Q is a finite-dimensional vector space). 
If A is an 0-group then we can consider words o(a*, b*, . . .) for the operations 
w E 0. For the following see 123 and [3]. 
Let s4 = (Q, A, B, F, G) be an automaton. If Q, A, B are &!-groups (with the same 
a), and F, G are fl-homomorphisms then we call SQ an a-group automaton and 
abbreviate this situation by SQ = (Q, A, B, F, G)n. For (Q, , . . . , ak) E Ak we also write 
ala2... ak. Then Ak can be considered as a subset of A*. It is shown (see [3]) that 
F:QxAk+Q, G:QxAk + Bk (the restrictions of F : Q x A* + Q, G : Q x A* + B*) 
are a-homomorphisms for all k E INI0 (for k = 0 we write F. : Q + Q, q 3 Fo( q) := 
F(q, 0) and GO: Q + B, q + Go(q) := G(q, 0)). Let Q* E A*, l( a*) = k (E N), and ql, 
q+ Q- Then F(q,, a*) = F(q2, a*) iff F$(q, -q2) = F(q, -q2, Ok) =0 (that means 
ql-q+Ker F&and G(q,, a*)= G(qz, a*‘) iff G(q,-q2,0k)=Ok.Theequivalence 
is a congruence relation. Since 
G(q, -42, Ok) = Go(q, - qz)GoFo(q, - q2) . . . GoF;-l(q, - qz), 
we can also say G(q,, a*) = G(q,, a*) iff ql --q2~ n;:; Ker GOP&. Hence q1 -q2 
iff q1-q2a:, Ker G,Fh. If &(Q) = n then q1 - q2 iff q1 - q2E n,“.; Ker G,Fh 
which is the generalization of the corresponding result for “vector space automata” 
(then 1L,( Q) = dim Q) For the following definition see [7]. 
efi~itiQn. Let & = ( Q9 A, B, F, 6) be an automaton. 
(a) Let U c_ Q. a* E A* is called a U-identiJer experiment of first order (UIEl) 
( U-identifier-experiment of second order (UIE2)) for ~4 if, for all qr , q2 E U, it holds 
that 
Wq, , a*) = Gh a*) * a= qz 
(G(q,, a”)= G(q2, a*) ‘* F(q,, a*lr = Qq2:. a*)). 
(b) & is called k-stable (weakly k-stable) if F( q, , a*) = F(q,, a*), (F(q, , a”) - 
Rq2, a*)) for all ql, q+ a* E A*, l(a*) = k. ~4 is called stable (weakly stable) 
if d is k-stable (weakly k-stable) for some k E N. 
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Lemma. Let & = (Q, A, B, F, G)n be an a-group automaton, U an &?-subgroup of Q 
and a* E A*, l(a”) = k E N. Then the following hold: 
(a) a* is an UZE 1 for ~4 iff U nn:li Ker G,Fh = (0). 
(b) a* is an UZE2 for & iff U nn:ii Ker G,F& U n Ker F,“. 
(c) d is k-stable iff Ker Fi = Q. 
(d) ~2 is weakly k-stable iff Im F[ E Ker G,, . 
Proof Since U is an R-subgroup, 4; - q2 E Ker Fh (E nk_i Ker G,Fh) for all 4, , 
q+ U iff q E Ker F,k (E nrli Ker G0F6) for all q E U. Hence (a), (b) and (c) are 
proved by definition and our previous remarks. Let ql, q2 E Q, a* E A*, 1( a*) = k. 
Since the equivalence is a congruence relation, F( qr , a*) - F(q,, a*) iff F( q, - 
q2, Ok) = F,k( q, - q2) - 0. That means, & is weakly k-stable iff q E nEo Ker G,FFk 
for all q E Q. Thus, & is weakly k-stable iff Ker GoFFk = Q for all i E NO. Since 
Ker G,Frk = Q iff FhT”(Q)s Ker Go, i&lo, and F:(Q)> F;*‘(Q)> Fk’2(Q)a 
l . . , (d) is proved. Cl 
In the situation of the lemma we do not know if there exist a UIEl (UIE2) and 
we know no bound for k if & is stable (weakly stable). The following theorem gives 
an answer if the state set possesses a principal series. 
Theorem. Let &’ = (Q, A, B, F, G)* be an In-group automaton, U an R-subgroup of 
Q and L,( Q) = n. Then the following hold : 
(a) There exists an UZE 1 for &i iff U n n;:; Ker G,FA = (0). 
(b) There exists an UZk52 for d if U n f-) ;_I; Ker GoFi c U n Ker F," . 
(c) ad is stable iff Ker Fi = Q. 
(d) If moreover, JXZ is finite, then & is weakly stable ifl Im F,” C_ Ker Go. 
Proof. (6) s Ker P;ba Ker F&! . l 9 e Q. Hence L,,( Ker FL), i c IV,-,, exists and we 
obtainO< L,,(Ker F,!c L,,(Ker F$+ . . s L,,(Q). If L,( Ker FL) = L,( Ker FA+‘) for 
some i c n then Ker Fh = Ker FA+‘. But then Ker FA = Ker Fp for all j E No. Thus 
Ker F,” = Ker F:‘j for all j E I+&,. If L,,(Ker Fh) < L,,( Ker Fr’) for all i C n, then 
Ker F,” = Ker Fi+’ (= Ker F,“+’ for all j E N,) follows from the assumption LJ Q) = n. 
It is shown that n;:; Ker G,F~=n~~~+’ Ker G,FA for all jENo (see [3]). Hence 
(a), (b) and (c) are proved. Since Ker F,” = Ker F:+j, jE No, Im F,” is an o-group 
isomorphic to Im F,“*’ by the Homomorphism Theorem. Since Im F,” b Im Fz+‘, 
jENo, Im F,” = Im F,“+j follows by the finiteness of Q and (d) is proved. Ii 
The bound L,,(Q) of the theorem is sharp, because it is sharp for vector spaces 
Q (see [61). 
le. Let S, denote the symmetric group and SB = (S,, A, S,,, F, G) be a group 
automaton where n 33, nZ4. Then S,,e, n e (0) is a princi ence 
LJS,,) = 2. Let ZJ be a subgroup of S,,. Then there exists a UlEl (UIE2) iff 
U n Ker Gon Ker G,,F,, = (0) 
( U n Ker Gon Ker G&C U n Ker F$). 
&! is stable (weakly stable) iff Ker Fi = Q (Im Fi c Ker G,,). 
(a) Let G, = 0. Then G,,F,, = 0. Then there exists a UlEl for ~4 iff U = (0). And 
(also independent of F,,) .QQ is weakly stable. Let F. = 0. Then there exists a UlE2 
for 94 for every U E Q. If F,, f 0, F. bijective, then Ker F,, = (0). Thus there exists 
a UlE2 for ~4 iff 1/= (0). If F. is not bijective then Ker F. = A,,, Im F. = (0, a} for 
some non-zero a E S,,. If a E A,, then there exists a UIE2 for d for all U c Q (since 
Fi = 0). If a e A,, then there exists a UIE2 for & iff U E A,, (since Fi = Fo). 
(b) Let G,, # 0. If G,, is bijective then there exists a UIEl (UIE2) for .4 for every 
lI E Q. cd is weakly stable iff Fi = 0. This is the case for Fr, # 0, Im F. = (0, a}, where 
a E A,,. And, of course, for F. = 0. If G,, is not bijective then Ker G,, = A,,, Im G, = 
(0, b}, and G,,F,,=O or G&= G,,. In both cases there exists a UIEl for ti iff 
U n A,, = (0). If 6, is bijective then there exists a UIE2 for Cd iff U n A,, = (0). And 
&’ is not weakly stable. If F. is not bijective, then F,, = 0 or Fr, # 0, Im F. = (0, c}. 
Then there exists a UIE2 for Cd for every U c Q. And ,ti is weakly stable iff c E A,,. 
(c) Independent of G, &’ is stable iff &, = 0 or F. f 0, Im F. = (0, c}, where c E A,,. 
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